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            P338 MIPI DPhy Probe Features 
 
 
 

P338 Hardware: 
 Provides two synchronous MIPI DPhy links (interfaces), each with 4 data lanes and a clock lane 
 Can operate with either interface individually in single-interface mode, with behavior and 

features nearly identical to the P332 
 Can operate using both interfaces in dual-interface modes where the interfaces are exactly 

synchronized. 
- Half-rate dual-interface mode: one PG and maximum bit rate of 800 Mbps 
- Full-rate dual-interface mode: two PGs and a maximum bit rate of 1600 Mbps 

 Provides 4 KB receive buffer for DUT response capture of LP packets 
 Probe firmware can be updated in the field using USB connection 
 Faster reconfiguration time 

 
PGRemoteForP338 GUI: 

 Dual-interface mode support: 
- Synchronous video mode output 
- Dual-interface video construction modes: 

 Clone: same image out both interfaces 
 Dual-image: different image out each interface 
 Even/odd pixel: every other pixel out each interface 
 Left/right image: left-half and right-half of image out each interface 

- x2 and /2 horizontal scaling for easy switching between single and dual interface modes 
- Expanded status display per interface 

 Improved Image Support: 
- Automatic resizing of input images (in software) to fit display or camera dimensions 
- Basic test pattern generation via naming syntax (syntax dialog provided) 
- Image pre-viewing display 

 Improved DUT Response Capture: 
- Supports capturing/viewing/saving up to 4 KB of DUT response data for each lane 0 
- Supports queueing multiple read responses during macros or video-mode 
- Supports inserting read commands during video-mode 

 Expanded Command Button Capabilities: 
- Command buttons organized on 4 tab pages with 30 buttons each. 
- Buttons can be assigned tooltips. 

 Dialog Enhancements: 
- Hierarchical PktType selection 
- New firmware update dialog 
- New color selection dialog for user customizable colors 
- PG Event Threshold control (for input events) 

 Extended RPC command syntax to support multiple interfaces. 
 


